Remainder problems have a long tradition and were widely disseminated in books on calculation, algebra and recreational mathematics from the 13th century until the 18th century. Many singular solution methods for particular cases were known, but Bachet de Méziriac was the first to see how these methods connected with the Euclidean algorithm and with Diophantine analysis (1624). His general solution method contributed to the theory of equations in France, but went largely unnoticed elsewhere. Later Euler independently rediscovered similar methods, while von Clausberg generalised and systematised methods which used the greatest common divisor procedure. These were followed by Euler's and Lagrange's continued fraction solution methods, and Hindenburg's combinatorial solution. Shortly afterwards, Gauss, in the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, proposed a new formalism based on his method of congruences and created the modular arithmetic framework in which these problems are posed today.
rule. Christoph Rudolff's Coss [1525] contains some of the first occurrences of Pisano's problems in Germany (after the Algorismus Ratisbonensis, a 15th century Rechenbuch [Vogel, 1954] ). In 1553 Michael Stifel published a new enhanced edition of Rudolff's Coss, not only reproducing the original text, but adding long commentaries and new examples. One of these additions contains a general rule for a specific remainder problem. Again, this problem is put in the form of guessing a number by its remainders, and involves two divisors, α and α + 1 (thus relatively prime), and two remainders. The solution is obtained as follows: multiply the smaller divisor's remainder with the larger divisor, then add the product of the remainder of the larger divisor with the square of the smaller divisor, and lastly calculate the remainder of this sum after division by the product of two divisors [Stifel, 1553, 15 v -16 r ].
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An affiliated class of problems, known under the rule for their solution, is the regula coeci (rule of the blind) or the regula virginum (rule of the virgins), a different form of which is known as the hundred fowls problem. Again the origin of these problems is not completely clear; Leonardo Pisano has some examples on alloying metals [Pisano, 1202, 240-257] . One of the forms that would later become classic in German books, but which was often found in 15th and 16th century works, is the tavern-problem (also known as Zechrechnen).
parameter (say t) from the problem (either in words or in symbolic form), most books describe a trial-and-error process. Setting t to 1, 2, 3, etc. and checking whether the sum of the unknowns becomes equals to a number n (in the example 20) leads in a limited number of steps to a solution. In the example given above, the triple (1, 5, 14) satisfying the problem is found.
Remainder problems in recreational mathematics
In the 17th century, books on recreational mathematics came into vogue, starting with Claude Gaspard Bachet de Méziriac's Problèmes plaisans et delectables [1612] in France, and Daniel Schwenter's Mathematische Erquickstunden [1636] , edited by G. Ph. Harsdörffer from Schwenter's papers in Germany.
These books contained problems from the Italian algebra books, German Cossist books, as well as manuals of arithmetic, for the diversion of the readership. Remainder problems were a particular class of problems that were always included in these works.
Bachet, in his Problèmes plaisans et delectables, relied upon many earlier books, notably Chuquet's Le Triparty en la Science des Nombres [1484] , as sources for his problems. In its turn his book became the source and model for nearly all subsequent books on recreational mathematics. These include the Récréations Mathématiques [Leurechon, 1624] 8 These recreational mathematic books mostly kept the rhetorical framework of the problems (the narrative) and described the solution not in symbolic or algebraic terms but in words. In this respect, the books on recreational mathematics provide an important link in the transmission of remainder problems from the 16th century into the 18th century, though they seldomly add anything new to the original formulations and solutions, and often (because of the sole reliance on words) made the solution less transparent.
However, Bachet's work is the notable exception to this rule. Bachet was also the translator and commentator of Diophantus's Arithmetica, published 1621 [Bachet, 1621] . This work is well-known to have triggered Pierre de Fermat's interest in Diophantine problems. Interest in these problems then spread in the mathematical community of Western Europe through Fermat's correspondance with various other mathematicians (1636-1660) and through his notes in Bachet's translation, posthumously edited by his son. 9 In the second edition 8 See [Heeffer, 2006] for a detailed study of the Récréations Mathématiques [1624] often ascribed to Jean Leurechon. The paper also contains much information on Bachet's sources.
9 See e.g. [Weil, 1984, Ch. 3] , or for a more modern treatment [Goldstein, 2004] .
of the Problèmes plaisans et delectables in 1624, Bachet did not restrict himself to the problems and their solutions, but added notes (Advertissements), discussing and generalising the problems, as well as providing proofs of the solutions and indicating connections with the work of Euclid and Diophantus. To this end, Bachet, in his introduction, included 26 propositions that served him as building blocks for the proofs. Moreover, Bachet comments extensively upon the solution methods in his sources, shedding light upon the earlier perception of these problems.
Bachet's Problem 6 is exactly Pisano's example of the Chinese Remainder problem, described at the beginning of section 2.1. As Bachet reveals in his Advertissement to this problem, he omitted the proof of the solution in the first edition, because I did not want to expand it [the book] with 12 propositions, that I have been forced to add, just for this topic alone, & because I expect to publish one day my Elemens Arithmetiques, from which I drew these propositions. [Bachet, 1624, 88] 10
The solution of this problem is actually a transliteration of the 'word-version' of the problem. Using algebraic letters within a running text, Bachet explains every step of the procedure, relying on a construction to find a number that is a multiple of A and B and surpasses by one a multiple of C (using the 20th proposition stated in the introduction). Bachet then uses the 24th and 25th propositions (that if a given number after division by b leaves a, one can subtract b's from this number and after division by b it will still leave a) [Bachet, 1624, 85-7] . In the Advertissement Bachet discusses 'proofs' given by Forcadel in his annotations to Gemma Frisius's Arithmetica Practica (published 1582) and by G. Gosselin in his translation of Tartaglia's De Arte Magna (published 1577). Forcadel only proves the case where the difference between the two divisors is one (i.e. Stifel's case), whereas Gosselin, according to Bachet, proves nothing [Bachet, 1624, 87-88 ].
Bachet's propositions in the introduction as well as his comment in the Advertissement (explaining why it is necessary to use divisors that are relatively prime and how to find them) refer constantly to Euclid's Elements, books VII to IX. The crucial proposition, Euclid VII, 2, to find the greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) of two numbers that are relatively prime (nowadays known as the Euclidean algorithm) 11 is invoked to prove Bachet's propositions 18 and [Bachet, 1624, 18-24] . In proposition 20, Bachet constructs a solution to the problem of finding a multiple of n − 1 numbers that exceeds by a unit an n th number (all numbers relatively prime). Proposition 18 is the first general solution to the linear Diophantine problem ax − by = 1 (a and b relatively prime). Essentially this proposition comes down to applying the Euclidean algorithm to a and b, keeping track of the remainders and quotients (which Bachet does using letters), until the algorithm stops and the g.c.d. 1 is arrived at, and then working back up again until a solution of the form 1 = ax − by is reached. Because the process is arithmetically complex and often rather tedious, Bachet also suggests a simple trial and error procedure, namely, generating multiples of a until the total is one more than a multiple of b.
The problems added to the second edition include more remainder problems. Two of these [Bachet, 1624, 199-206] are egg-woman problems. Bachet gives the general structure of the solution referring to Problem 6 and proposition 18, but adds that the trial-and-error procedure is usually faster. He also comments upon the additional difficulty that the divisors are not relatively prime, but remarks that since division by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 leaves 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0 (in the second example 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0), it suffices that 7 is relatively prime to the other divisors. It is thus sufficient to find a multiple of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 that exceeds by one (in the second example, is one less than) a multiple of 7 [ Bachet, 1624, 200; 204] . Bachet credits this shortcut to Cardano in his Practica Arithmetica (1539), but is critical of the fact that it comes down to a petitio principii because Cardano gives no general procedure to find a multiple of a that exceeds a multiple of b by one [Bachet, 1624, 201-202] . Bachet also notes that neither Sfortunat, Tartaglia nor Cardano found a general rule to solve the second problem, and that Sfortunat even claimed it was impossible to find a solution [Bachet, 1624, 204] . It must be added, that Bachet does not give (even implicitly) a general criterium for the (im)possibility of a solution to this problem.
The final additional problem, the last in the book, belongs to the regula virginum class [Bachet, 1624, 237-247] . Prior to Bachet this question had tortured many mathematicians (among them Tartaglia and Etienne de la Roche) all of whom failed to find a general solution and had to restrict themselves to the trial-and-error solution given above. Bachet, however, remarks that this problem is related to the 41st question of the 4th book of Diophantus, and proceeds to solve it using the method described in his translation of Diophantus [Bachet, 1621, 261-6] . Bachet introduces a Racine (an unknown x in modern terms) into the problem corresponding to the number of persons paying the most. After some manipulations he arrives at:
thus we have in algebraic terms the number of men equal to 1 Rac., the see [Hogendijk, 2002] . Rac. that of children equal to 31
Rac. of which the sum is exactly 41 [Bachet, 1624, 240] 12
Setting the Racine equal to a number gives one of many solutions, although one has to check for 'impossible' solutions, i.e., negative solutions and -in certain cases -fractional solutions (since half a man is no man).
This final additional problem in Bachet's text marks the arrival of the algebraic method that will be dominant for the rest of the 17th century and all of the 18th century.
2.3 Bachet's reception in French and English algebra books and its absorption in the theory of equations (a brief sketch)
Bachet's work on the linear Diophantine equation ax−by = 1 was transmitted mainly in new algebra textbooks, appearing in France and England during the 17th and 18th century. In these works, the link with the older remainder problems slowly disappears, and the references are rather to Diophantus and to the then emerging general theory of equations. Also, the indeterminate equations figure marginally by comparison with determinate equations, they serve more as examples for the power of the algebraic method than as a topic per se. . 13 The authors of these books pursued the algebraisation of the problem, eventually linking it up with the important theory of equations, and adding their comments on Bachet's solution method. Kersey called the method "tedious and obscure" and returned to the trial-and-error method of forming multiples, which Bachet himself had proposed [Kersey, 1673, 301] . Rolle sticks to the solution method, but makes it somewhat clearer and points out that it is advantageous to use the lesser of the two numbers as the divisor.
Variants on Bachet's methods were given by Thomas Fantet de Lagny in his Analyse Générale; ou méthodes nouvelles pour résoudre les problèmes de tous les Degrezà l'infini [1733] , posthumously edited by Richet, and by the blind mathematician Nicholas Saunderson in his Elements of algebra [1740] . The latter devised a scheme that avoids the double work of first finding the divisors and then substituting them again. Instead, Saunderson starts from two equations 1A − 0B = p and 0A − 1B = q, the quotient of p and q determining how many times to subtract the second equation from the first. This process is 12 Original: "par ainsi nous avons en termes Algebriques le nombre des hommes qui est 1.Rac. celuy des femmes qui est 9 [Dickson, 1919 -1927 . then repeated with 0A − 1B = q and the new equation and so on. Eventually, this leads to an equation of the form aA − bB = ±1 [Saunderson, 1740, 275-279] .
De Lagny's treatise is an ambitious work emphasising computational issues, and proposing a general method for solving equations numerically, both determinate and indeterminate. To this end, he develops a general theory of relations between two numbers (théorie des rapports). He points out that all relations between two integers a and b are based on the numbers generated by the g.c.d. procedure (i.e. the quotients and remainders) applied to a and b [Lagny, 1733, 523-530] . Using this insight, he develops his triangle des rapports, that lists all the quotients and remainders of two numbers, and generalises the idea to all quantities, using infinite series [Lagny, 1733, 552-568] . In modern terms, Lagny (re-)invents the method of continued fractions to approximate the relation between any two numbers which occur in the solving of equations. He also indicates the limits of accuracy, if such a triangle is broken off at a certain point, giving estimates of the error involved [Lagny, 1733, 568-575] .
14 Using triangles des rapports, de Lagny proceeds to solve the linear Diophantine case, including Chinese Remainder problems, and examples of the regula virginum (actually Diophantus's problems from Book 4) [Lagny, 1733, 587-595; 602-607] . Given the equation y = (ax + q)/p, Lagny applies the g.c.d. procedure in the following way. Reduce a and q to a and q so that they are smaller than p (i.e. modulo p), then divide px by a x + q and write the remainder down, a x + q . Then, divide a x + q by a x + q and write down the remainder, and so on, until a remainder of the form x + q (n) is reached. The solution for x is then −q (n) . For examples of the regula virginum, Lagny uses his procedure twice for the equations y = (ax + q)/p and z = (ax + q)/p and then checks if they have solutions in common. Lagny seems to be one of the first to apply Euclid's procedure to equations (with integer coefficients).
Finally, in France, Etienne Bézout made Bachet's solution method for the linear Diophantine equation part of a general theory of equations. Bézout had included problems of the form ax − by = c as examples of the application of algebra to arithmetic in his famous textbook series Cours de Mathématiques [Bézout, 1766, 118-121] . Later on, in the process of writing his general theory of equations 15 , Bézout generalised Bachet's identity ax + by = ±1 (there exists integer solutions to this equation if a and b are relatively prime) to polynomials: if P (x) and Q(x) are two polynomials, then there exist two other polynomials A(x) and B(x) such that A(x)P (x) + B(x)Q(x) = g.c.d(P, Q), when P (x) and Q(x) are relatively prime.
16 This identity is now commonly known as Bézout's identity.
Remainder problems in early 18th century Germany: Early Systematisations
Although Bachet connected the tradition of remainder problems with the Diophantine (and more generally, ancient Greek) tradition, in Germany these two lines of tradition remained rather separated during the 17th century and for most of the 18th century. The remainder problems remained accessible to a larger public in Cossist works, manuals of arithmetic (Rechenbücher ) and in works on recreational mathematics, but work on Diophantine problems, or on the theory of equations were rather rare or were published in academic journals or books which did not refer to the more common remainder problems.
Thus, the group of remainder problems remained largely a fragmented set of specific problems, often reproduced and often solved in a way that suggested a more general procedure to solve the whole class. However, their embedding in recreational works and their spurious appearance in Rechenbücher obscured this more general procedure, as witnessed in a striking letter from H.W.M. Olbers, the Altona astronomer, to C.F. Gauss, dated 26 Nov. 1810 [Schilling and Kramer, 1900, I, 460] :
Recently I discovered, on leafing through Schwenter's Mathematische Erquickstunden, a piece of paper with my handwriting [...] It dealt with Schwenter's arithmetical recreation of the so-called pronic numbers. Schwenter shows how to guess every number smaller than a 2 + a if one is given the remainders of both divisions, i.e., if one divides it first by a and then by a + 1. Schwenter's procedure to find this number is very impractical and tedious, because he needs two multiplications, an addition and a cumbersome division; on the bit of paper was shown how a subtraction, a multiplication and an addition suffice.
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16 Independently, Gauss had written down the same result in 1796 in his scientific diary [Gauss, 1863 [Gauss, -1929 . He included the result in the section on the general theory of congruences (section VIII), originally planned to be part of the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, but only published posthumously [Gauss, 1863 -1929 . 17 The full quote in the original: "Neulich fiel mir, da ich von ungefähr Schwenter's "Mathematische Erquickstunden" durchblätterte, die ich schon von meiner Jugend her besitze, ein Papier in die Hände, das ich wenigstens schon vor 35 Jahren beschrieben oder vielmehr bekritzelt hatte, und das mir ganz wieder aus dem Gedächtniss gekommen war. Nur mit Mühe konnte ich mir den Inhalt der Zahlen und Formeln enträthseln. Es betraf die von Schwenter angegebene arith-Olbers indicates that the exercise can be generalised easily but that there was unfortunately nobody in his environment at that time (c. 1775) who could further his study of such problems.
Olbers's experience was not an isolated one and could even be termed characteristic for the average reader in late 17th and early 18th century Germany. In most 17th century books reproducing remainder problems, there was no effort to elucidate the solution method nor to systematise and/or generalise the results. This situation changed in the early 18th century with the publication of Christian Wolff's influential Anfangsgründe aller mathematischen Wissenschaften [1710] , a book that programmatically called for more systematisation. Two salient points in this program were: 1) reduction of the many special rules; 2) proof of the remaining rules within arithmetic.
18 Most of the early textbooks inspired by Wolff's approach did not cover remainder problems, since these belonged to the 'special cases'. One exception to this stands out, Christlieb von Clausberg's Demonstrative Rechenkunst worinnen gemeine und kaufmännische Rechnungsarten [1732] . Around the same time, the young Leonhard Euler, as a child arithmetically socialised with Stifel's edition of Rudolff's Coss [1553] 19 , devoted one of his contributions to the St Petersburg Commentarii to an essay in systematising remainder problems [Euler, 1734/5] .
Christlieb (sometimes Christian) von Clausberg (1689-1751) was a Rechenmeister who studied in Danzig, then taught in Hamburg, Lübeck and Leipzig metische Belustigung mit den sogenannten Proniczahlen. Schwenter lehrt, wie man jede Zahl, die kleiner ist als a 2 +a errathen kann, wenn man sie erst mit a, und dann mit A + 1 divideren [sic], und sich die beiden Ueberreste der Division angeben lässt. Schwenter's Verfahren, die Zahl zu finden, ist sehr unbequem und weitläufig, da er zwei Multiplikationen, eine Addition und eine beschwerliche Division gebraucht; auf dem Papier war gezeigt, dass man mit einer Subtraktion, einer Multiplikation und einer Addition ausreiche. Ueberdem hatte ich schon damals bemerkt, dass diese Eigenschaft, durch die Reste zweier Divisionen die Zahl zu bestimmen, gar nicht auf die Proniczahlen beschränkt sei, sondern dass man jede Zahl errathen könne, die kleiner ist als a 2 + ap, wenn man sie mit ma und mit na + np dividiren, und sich die beiden Reste angeben lässt, wobei m, n, a, und p willkührlich sind, nur muss a und p keine gemeinschaftlichen Faktor haben. -Ich führe Ihnen dies Unbedeutende nur an, um zu zeigen, dass ich vielleicht in früher Jugend, wenigstens vor 34 oder 35 Jahren, eine Neigung zur höheren Arithmetik hatte, die nur durch einen Lehrer wie Sie hätte unterhalten und ausgebildet werden müssen. ". The reference is to [Schwenter and Harsdörffer, 1636, I, 41] . This is of course the problem that can be solved with Stifel's rule. 18 For an account of Wolff's desiderata and some topics that were influential on the style of 18th century German textbooks, see [Müller, 1904, 68-72] . For specific issues on the presentation of arithmetic operations [Bullynck, 2008a; Sterner, 1891, 323-347] . 19 See Euler's autobiography in [Fellmann, 1995, 11] .
before entering the services of the Danish king in Copenhagen [ADB, 1875 [ADB, -1912 . His Demonstrative Rechenkunst worinnen gemeine und kaufmännische Rechnungsarten first published in 1732 in four parts was often reprinted during the 18th century. It is virtually encyclopedic and it presents the content of many Rechenbücher of previous centuries in an orderly and precise manner. In it, Clausberg adopts the demonstrative manner upon which Christian Wolff had insisted:
I have deemed it necessary [...] , to teach in my book arithmetic in the demonstrative way, i.e., convincing and with complete certainty. This is displayed by the word Science that I use in the title. [Clausberg, 1732, Introduction] 20 However, Clausberg did not proceed exactly in Wolff's rigid manner, but rather provided intuitively convincing arguments, or transpositions into algebraic terms, to account for the validity of the rules. Nevertheless, his work was still an advance on that of earlier writers in Germany.
In spite of Wolff's desideratum, that the mass of arithmetic rules should be reduced, Clausberg endeavoured to include all the tricks and rules advantageous in arithmetic, "allerhand vortheilhafte Rechnung" [Clausberg, 1732, Introduction] . Among these are a number of rules to solve particular remainder problems, all included in the fourth part. Due to the encyclopedic character of the work, Clausberg reproduced older problems and variants including their solution methods prior to introducing his newer perspectives. He solves two cases of the Chinese Remainder Problem with two divisors (div. 8, 10 and rem. 7, 7; div. 7, 15 and rem. 0, 10) by trial-and-error first concluding that this method is successful in the first case, but "einen harten Knoten" (a difficult knot to untie) in the second case [Clausberg, 1732 .
21 In a later section, however, he introduces a more general treatment of these problems. In §1491 Stifel's rule is described and proven, and the next paragraph refers to the problems treated earlier and includes the remark that it is possible "to find [these numbers] not by mere trying out, but by regulated calculation" [Clausberg, 1732 . 22 The principle regulating these calculations is the procedure for finding the g.c.d. which Clausberg explains without proof and without reference to Euclid. [Clausberg, 1732 , remarking that because there are an infinity of solutions, it is difficult to find the desired answer, "or it has to be blindly by pure coincidence, hence the old Arithmeticians have called this Coeci or Blind Calculation." [Clausberg, 1732 . 23 However, Clausberg finds the correct viewpoint, remarking that the problem of partition (Zerstreuung) of numbers is intimately connected with these problems, though difficult to solve in all generality [Clausberg, 1732 . Although Clausberg did not add much theoretically to the solving of remainder problems, he was one of the first German writers to bring some systematic perspective to these problems.
Similarly, Clausberg solves examples of the regula virginum by trial-and-error
Mathematically much more interesting is a paper by the young Euler, written 1734/5, published 1740. In this paper, "Solutio problematis arithmetici de inveniendo numero qui per datos numeros divisus relinquat data residu" [Euler, 1734/5] 24 , Euler collects problems from the 'recreative' and the Rechenbuchtraditions ("vulgaribus arthmeticorum libris"). His aim is to get rid of the many special rules (some even false), and to perfect the method of solution, just as Lahire and Sauveur had done for problems on magic squares [Euler, 1734/5, 18] . The problems Euler concentrates on are all variants of Chinese Remainder problems, the regula virginum is not one of his objectives. His exposition is clear and is a considerable advance on that of earlier writers (except Bachet, whom Euler apparently does not know).
Euler starts by showing how problems with many divisors depend on the solution of the problem with two divisors. He then proceeds to show how the algorithm to find the g.c.d. correlates with the solution of the case with two divisors (see Figure 1) , and that (when working with integers) the series of remainders in the algorithm must produce either 0 or 1. Euler proves that the remainder thus found is indeed the g.c.d., using the property that the g.c.d. of a remainder and a divisor is also the g.c.d. of the divisor and the dividend [Euler, 1734/5, 19-22] . Euler also points out the advantage of using negative numbers to reduce calculations, e.g., taking the remainder -1 instead of the remainder that is one less than the divisor. He then shows how to use the case with two divisors to solve cases with many divisors. In this respect, his exposition is more general than that of Bachet.
[include Figure 1 (EulerCRT.ps) with caption here]
After some examples, Euler explains how this general method for solving (Chinese) remainder problems can produce special rules. With reference to Stifel [1553] , Euler derives an even more general form of Stifel's rule. Instead of divisors a and a + 1 Euler takes a and na + 1 which leads to the formula:
23 Original: "es müßte denn blindlings hin und von ohngefehr geschehen; als hat es den alten Arithmeticis beliebet, dieselbe Cöci oder Blindrechnung zu benamen." 24 Translation of the title: Solution of arithmetic problems where a number has to be found that leaves given remainders after division by given divisors . x = mna 2 + ma + (na + 1)q − nap, with q remainder of the sought number x after division by a and p remainder after division by na + 1; m is a parameter that generates for each value (=. . . , −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, . . .) a solution x [Euler, 1734/5, 27-29] . Another classic example follows: find a number that leaves 1 after division by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 0 when divided by 7 [Euler, 1734/5, 30] .
As a final classic example, Euler considers the formula for the Julian year [Euler, 1734/5, 30] . The problem is to find the year in the Gregorian calendar corresponding to the year in the Julian calendar. To this end, Clavius, who was one of the architects of the calendar reform (1579-1583), had devised a table in which, for every Julian year, three numbers were listed: indiction, lunar and solar cycle. Using these numbers, the corresponding Gregorian year could be retrieved in another table. John Wallis [1656 -1657 had empirically derived the following formula from the tables: 6916 Ind. + 4200 Lun. Cycl. + 4845 Sol. Cycle (modulo 7980). 25 However, since indiction, lunar and solar cycle indicate a position in a returning (circular) order 26 , the problem can be seen as a remainder problem involving three divisors, which is exactly how Euler saw it and, using the formulae he derived earlier, he proved Wallis's formula.
The paper ends with a general solution for the problem of finding a number that has remainders p, q, r, . . . after division by a, b, c, . .
. (relatively prime). This solution is
where A is the number that leaves 1 (respectively 0) after division by a (respectively bc . . .) [Euler, 1734/5, 31] . This formula, which Euler never mentioned in any other work, would later be included in the works of Hindenburg and Gauss, who apparently never saw Euler's paper. , . . ., produced pairs (m, n), (m , n ), . . . that satisfied the equation. Euler's first solution was through successive substitutions [Euler, 1765/7 ], Lagrange's solution was through an equivalent of these substitutions expressed in continued fractions [Lagrange, 1767a; 1768] , the substitutions p 0 = a 0 p 1 + p 2 ; p 1 = a 1 p 2 + p 3 ; . . . corresponding to the continued fraction
. Recursively filling in all substitutions, or finding the smallest common denominator for the continued fraction, ultimately gives the n th solution. This solution method brought coherence to the treatment of both linear and quadratic Diophantine equations with two unknowns. In the linear case px − qy = n, the series of substitutions and continued fractions end if p n becomes 0. In the quadratic case, the coefficients become periodic.
Apart from substitutions and continued fractions, Euler introduced another slightly different formalism, midway between substitions and continued fractions: (a 0 , a 1 , . . .), where the a n have the same meaning as above. At first sight this new formalism appears to be an abbreviation of the substitution (or continued fraction) formalism. However, it contains only relevant information (the p n 's are left out) and at the same time avoids the typographical disaster of long diagonally proceeding continued fractions. Furthermore, its straightforward form, amounting to a horizontally smoothed continued fraction, allows for some simple and practical formulae that can be easily memorised: [Euler, 1765/7, 92] Finally, fractional notation can be used, (v,a,b,c,d,e) (a,b,c,d,e) , to indicate the successive approximations to a solution.
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In his follow-up paper, Lagrange stresses that he is the first to solve the quadratic case, with the help of his beloved continued fractions, but he also reflects on the solution for the linear case (px − qy = n) [Lagrange, 1767b, 659-661; 696-699] and remarks:
M. Bachet is, as we have remarked before, the first to have solved the preceding problem; his method, though independent of continued fractions, comes down to essentially the same thing as the method we have just presented; and, in general, all other methods that other Geometers have imagined after him reduce to the same principles. [Lagrange, 1767b, 698] 29 Earlier in the same text, Lagrange draws a parallel between Bachet as the solver of the linear case of Diophantine equations and himself as the solver of the quadratic case.
In general, it seems that Lagrange was well acquainted with earlier work on the linear Diophantine case, although the sparsity of references in Lagrange's work forbids positive confirmation. As Dickson [1919 -1927 remarks, Lagrange repeated Saunderson's procedure in a later essay written at the Ecole Polytechnique [Lagrange, 1798, 307-309] . Moreover, the general idea behind de Lagny's computational perspective in his théorie générale des rapports, seems to herald much of Lagrange's approach. Both in handling Diophantine questions and in his numerical methods to solve equations, Lagrange relied heavily on continued fractions, exactly as de Lagny had relied on his rapports.
Euler's and Kästner's textbooks
Euler's and Lagrange's work clearly showed how to solve the linear Diophantine equation and explained the role played by the Euclidean algorithm in its solution. This helped to stabilise the presentation of the solution, and later when two widely read and reprinted textbooks including remainder problems appeared, they each systematised the problems in a similar way, i.e., by showing their connection with indeterminate (Diophantine) linear problems through use of the g.c. Karsten [1776, I, 2, 62-70] gives an example of the regula virginum, but this is almost a word for word repetition of Clausberg's text. 31 I.e., the 'zweyte Abtheilung' of the 'erster Theil' (dealing with arithmetic, geometry, trigonometry and perspective) being additions to the part on arithmetic published earlier in 1758.
textbooks re-use earlier works 32 but present the information from a somewhat different perspective. Although both works stress examples, systematisation and proof, Euler tries to connect traditional algebra with analysis [Euler, 1770, 6] , whereas Kästner's aim is partly didactical, providing proofs, and partly historical, adding notes on earlier books.
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In both books, the special cases disappear in favour of the general method of substitution that, formulated analytically, leads to a general solution of Chinese Remainder problems with two divisors. Kästner gives only one example solvable by a short search and solves all other examples using the general method [Kästner, 1786, 515-522] . In Euler's Algebra the substitution method is the only one used, although Euler didactically proceeds from "intuitive" examples to the general solution [Euler, 1770, II, 220-228; 231-235] . All examples in Euler and Kästner are restricted to the case of one equation with two unknowns (or to a remainder problem with two divisors), although Kästner notes that the Julian Calendar problem is an instance of the problem with three divisors [Kästner, 1786, 522 ].
Kästner gives a solution for the calendar problem, though not in his chapter on indeterminate analysis but in the chapter on chronology in the second part of his series Anfangsgründe [1759]. Its solution runs over four pages and applies substitution. Of the three unknowns Q, R and S, Q is calculated first, by successive subsitution, then R and S are deduced "in a similar way" [Kästner, 1759, 437-441] . Given the length of the deduction, it is not surprising that this kind of example is not included in elementary textbooks. In fact, Kästner includes this problem and its analytical derivation only because Joh. III Bernoulli had given the solution (after J.H. Lambert suggested the problem) but without proof [Kästner, 1759, 441] .
With the introduction of this general and algebraic solution, however, a new problem arises: the length of the solution. As Euler remarks:
The solution of such questions rests on the relation of the two numbers by which we are to divide and depending on the nature of this relationship, the solution becomes sometimes shorter, sometimes longer. [Euler, 1770, II, 223] 34 32 [Heeffer, 2007] shows Euler's dependence on [Stifel, 1553 ]; Kästner's work is full of references to earlier writers. 33 Kästner's interest in the history and bibliography of mathematics is later pursued in [Kästner, 1796] . 34 Original: "Die Auflösung solcher Fragen beruhet auf das Verhältnis der beyden Zahlen, wodurch getheilt werden soll, und nach der Beschaffenheit derselben wird die Auflösung bald kürzer bald weitläufiger." This question, the length of the Euclidean algorithm, would only be developed on a theoretical level much later, see [Shallit, 1994; Schreiber, 1995] .
He follows this with a short example (using 6 and 13) solved with only one substitution (since 13 = 2.6 + 1), and then a longer one (39 and 56), for which five substitutions are needed. In the remaining examples the limit of five substitutions is never exceeded [Euler, 1770, II, 223-227, 230-235 ]. Kästner's examples vary between one step and six steps, though he mentions a case "where one has to divide 54 times, before one finds the greatest common measure" [Kästner, 1786, 528] .
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Lastly, both Euler Euler [1770, II 235-246] and Kästner Kästner [1786, 529-539] treat instances of the regula virginum. In these works, the regula virginum or coeci appears immediately after the remainder problems involving one linear equation and two unknowns, indicating that both classes of problems are related. However, neither Kästner nor Euler propose a general solution method embracing the complete class of problems and each remain faithful to the treatment given in earlier books such as Clausberg. Essentially, this comes down to Bachet's algebraic solution, reducing the problem to x, y, z's and substituting values for x (up to a certain limit specified by the problem), and excluding the solutions with fractional or negative x, y, z's.
Discussions on Euclid's procedure
As Bachet and Clausberg had noted much earlier, the procedure for finding the g.c.d. is the key technique for solving the fundamental example of remainder problems with two divisors, which (in algebraic notation) amounts to solving ax − by = c in integers. Both Euler and Kästner acknowledge the pivotal role of the Euclidean algorithm, and both refer to Euclid VII, 2. Kästner, however, remarks:
I had to think about this rule [the Euclidean algorithm] because of the similarity of the method in (21) [example with div. 7, 15 and rem. 0, 10], where we also divide remainders by preceding numbers. M. Euler has also remarked on this similarity in his Anl. zur Algebra 231 S. but he did not develop the proof of the resolution. [Kästner, 1786, 528] 
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Kästner did not include the procedure for finding the g.c.d. in the first part of his Anfangsgründe [1758] because it seemed "entbehrlich" (dispensable), but he now develops it in full [Kästner, 1786, 523-4 ]. Kästner's proof is actu-35 This is actually a classic "recreational" problem, originally from Pisano, with the goal of astounding the reader with the solution [Dickson, 1919 [Dickson, -1927 [Müller, 1904, 116] and repeated this critique when reviewing Euler's posthumously published Opuscula Analytica [1783] [1784] [1785] for the Göttinger Gelehrte Anzeigen [Kästner, 1785, 539] , pointing out that "die Induction hier nicht allemal sicher ist" (the induction is not always on sure footing). J.H. Lambert equally complained that Euler rather "shows the fundamentals than explain them completely" ("die Gründe mehr anzeigt als vollständig vorlegt") when he reviewed Euler's Algebra for the Allgemeine deutsche Bibliothek [Lambert, 1770b, 544] .
These criticisms can be better interpreted if Kästner's and Lambert's view on mathematics is taken into account. For both, Euclid remains the model of mathematical exposition and correctnesss. Kästner's preface to the first volume of his Anfangsgründe takes a programmatic stance 37 :
All concepts within arithmetic are in my view based upon those of integer numbers; fractions are integer numbers, whose unity is a part of the original whole, then perceived as unity; and one should imagine irrational quantities as fractions, that have a variable unity, a smaller and smaller part of the whole. It is a major methodical error that Freiherr von Wolff bases the doctrine of fractions on the doctrine of proportions, because the larger part of proportions have fractions in their exponents. Therefore, I have tried to derive everything in the 1st chapter of the Arithmetik starting from the concepts of integer numbers; and I have been careful to prove how theorems follow from this, that are apparent in the case of integer numbers, and have been generally admitted without suitable justification, even by writers who prove meticulously. [Kästner, 1758, preface] 38 37 Compare also with [Folta, 1973; Bullynck, 2006, 194-234] . For Lambert's more complicated though similar view on this topic, see [Lambert, 1771, Parts II and IV] . 
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This discussion becomes more concrete if one considers the use Lambert made of the Euclidean algorithm. In his famous article that proves the irrationality of π [Lambert, 1767] , Lambert comments on the range of application allowed for by the Euclidean algorithm. The proof proposes to show that the arc of a circle is incommensurable to its tangent and it therefore makes use of an extended interpretation of Euclid VII, 2, i.e., the Euclidean algorithm. Since Lambert uses an infinite series in continued fraction form to calculate the tangent, the question arises whether the Euclidean algorithm is applicable to the infinite series:
One should remark that, whereas Euclid applies his method only to integral and rational numbers, I need to use it in another way, because I have to apply it to quantities of which it is not known in advance if they are rational or not. [...] Although [the progression of remainders] continues to infinity, we will nevertheless be able to apply Euclid's proposition. [Lambert, 1767, 267, 276] 
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The condition Lambert finds for the application of Euclid VII, 2 is that the progression of residues (i.e., of the denominators of the continued fractions) has to be strictly convergent. In fact, Lambert proves it is more convergent than a geometric progression. 41 Similar applications of continued fractions to infinite series accompanied by an explicit concern for the convergence of such procedures are also described in the essay "Verwandlung der Brüche", contained in Lambert's Beyträge [Lambert, 1765 -1772 .
39 Later, the mathematics professor Johann Pasquich from Presburg (Bratislava) would provide yet another proof [Pasquich, 1787] . 40 Original: "[I]l convient die remarquer que, tandis que Euclide ne l'applique qu'à des nombres entiers et rationels, il faudra que je m'en serve d'une autre façon, lorsqu'il s'agit d'en faire l'applicationà des quantités, dont on ignore encore si elles seront rationelles ou non? [...] Quoique [la progression des résidus] continueà l'infini, nour pourrons néanmoins y appliquer la proposition d'Euclide." 41 A more detailed analysis of this proof, including remarks on the 'modern' convergence of the series, can be found in A. Speiser's foreword to [Lambert, 1946 -1948 .
This contemporary example clarifies Kästner's somewhat cryptic description of "fractions, that have a variable unity". In the extended use of the proposition in the theory of continued fractions or in Lambert's essay, it becomes difficult to determine whether one is dealing with a convergent or divergent series. In the 18th century, it was usual to interpret an infinite series as corresponding to a quantity, but this quantity might be impossible, i.e., have no value when evaluated. Therefore, given the law behind the members of a series, one had "to determine the nature of the quantity defined by this series" [Lambert, 1758, 16] . 42 The only method then available to show that the number was indeed possible was the classical (Greek) method of exhaustion, forcing the number between an upper and lower limit whose difference could be made arbitrarily small . In Euler's work, the control on the produced 'numbers' (i.e. to check if an occurring series is convergent or not) was often lacking, a fact criticised by both Kästner and Lambert.
Hindenburg's Verbindungsgesetz Cyklischer Perioden (1786)
However, Euler's general solution for linear Diophantine equations, using substitions, did not satisfy everyone:
A general solution of problem (11) was also given by M. Euler. But the length of solution, that already occurs if one transposes his method for two divisors and remainders to three, shows the complexity, that inevitably has to occur if more divisors and remainders are involved. [Hindenburg, 1786, 318] 
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In this quotation, Carl Friedrich Hindenburg is criticising the sometimes involved nested series of substitutions that can occur with Euler's solution method. To avoid these substitutions Hindenburg developed an alternative general system based on finite, combinatorial principles and on a 'direct' and 'efficient' production of the solution. He presented the system in an article "Verbindingsgesetz cyklischer Perioden" [Hindenburg, 1786] , although he had announced the idea some ten years before [Hindenburg, 1776, 34 ].
Hindenburg does not start from equations, but from combinations of numbers:
Combinatory Law of Cyclic Periods 1. Explanation. The series of nat-ural numbers, starting from 1, in their natural order, up to α; β; γ; δ; etc. should be written in vertical columns one next to the other α-β-γ-δ-columns 1, 1, 1, 1, &c. as above, so that if one arrives at the largest numbers α, β, γ, δ, &c. of the individual vertical rows, one repeats from there, each in their order, to write (from 1 onwards), and continues, until one arrives at the highest or largest Complexion α, β, γ, δ, &c. (the last horizontal member of the row) [Hindenburg, 1786, 283-4] 
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In this construction, every line makes up a Complexion, to which an Ordnungszahl (index) can be assigned. A complete cyclic period consists of a number of complexions equal to the least common multiple of the α, β, γ, δ, . . .. As an example, the full system of cyclic periods for 2, 3, 4 is as follows:
(1) 1, 1, 1 (5) 1, 2, 1 (9) 1, 3, 1 Note that Hindenburg's construction has a double ordering. Firstly there are the complexions themselves which Hindenburg considered as a new kind of number, defining addition and subtraction (though not multiplication). The components of complexions are added (or subtracted) within each column and if in any column the result exceeds the number of the column, say α, the least remainder respective to α is written down, and if the least remainder is zero, α is used instead of zero. (It is important to note that there is no carry between the columns.) Secondly there are the indices of the complexions which can be added and subtracted from one another in the usual way [Hindenburg, 1786, 287-291] .
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As Hindenburg noted, the component of a complexion may take on different forms, it can even be a negative number:
If one takes a smaller number for the quotient as one might do, then the remainder becomes as large or larger than the divisor; if one takes 0 for the quotient, then the remainder is equal to the dividend; if one takes a larger number than the quotient can be after normal division, then the remainder becomes negative. [Hindenburg, 1786, 293 footnote]
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Thus, a single number can be represented in infinitely many different though equivalent ways, e.g., a number with 2 in the 7-column can also have 9 or -5 in this column. Although to us it appears a rather trivial observation, Hindenburg emphasises this property [Hindenburg, 1786, 289, 292-3, 307, 313, 315] and makes good use of it to abbreviate his calculations.
The first conversion problem is from index to complexion: a complexion with index n is always of the form n, n, n, n, . . ., though if n exceeds α (or β or γ . . .), instead of n, the least remainder of n after division by α . . . is written down [Hindenburg, 1786, 293-4] . The second conversion problem, to find the index of a given complexion, is more difficult. One method is the decomposition of 45 This kind of notation system has been often reinvented. In the computer age, Valach [1955] was the first to present this system, specifically to avoid carry in addition and multiplication, though Lehmer [1933] had described the system earlier.
No reference is ever made to Hindenburg, his system seems to be forgotten, though Gauss's congruences are always mentioned. 46 Original: "Nimmt man eine kleinere Zahl zum Quotienten, als man nehmen könnte, so wird der Rest so groß oder größer als der Divisor; nimmt man 0 für den Quotienten, so wird der Rest dem Dividendus gleich; nimmt man eine größere Zahl, als der Quotient nach der gewöhnlichen Division seyn kann, so wird der Rest negativ" . . [Hindenburg, 1786, 312-316] . As a special case, the solution of ax + by = c can also be found through this construction [Hindenburg, 1786, 316-318] .
The advantage of Hindenburg's (and [Euler, 1734/5] ) solution method is obvious when one has to solve many remainder problems in which the divisors are constant and the remainders variable. Such a case is the formula for the calculation of Julian years, which is derived in Hindenburg's paper in four different, though related ways [Hindenburg, 1786, 299-305] . Other advantages are the polyformity of the complexions (i.e., the fact that using Hindenburg's notation a number can be represented in an infinite number of ways) and the symmetry of the derived formula. Two remarks close Hindenburg's paper which are instructive with respect to the context of his work. Firstly, Hindenburg mentions Stifel's special rule and remarks that similar rules may be derived easily from his cyclic periods, but "to teach such rules here, would be fully superfluous." [Hindenburg, 1786, 320] Hindenburg's purpose in including this remark is to show the power of his system, namely that it can even generate the earlier rules of computation and to emphasize the generality of his method. 47 The second remark indicates potential generalisations of his cyclic periods. To this end, non-decadic systems may also be used, or even:
Instead of the series of numbers 1, 2, 3, . . ., α; 1, 2, 3, . . ., β; 1, 2, 3, . . ., γ; etc. in which the numbers proceed in natural order, one could also use other numerical series, in which the given numbers or even just single digits, can follow any previously determined, even if apparently irregular, order. [Hindenburg, 1786, 321] 
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This observation fits within his general and ambitious idea of using combinatorial analysis as a universal tool for solving mathematical problems. In this scheme, tables play an important role [Hindenburg, 1786, 322-324] and the idea of automation is clearly hinted at.
Hindenburg's paper, although it fell into obscurity in the next century, was very well known in its own time. Both the Allgemeine deutsche Bibliothek, one of the two most important general review journals in Northern Germany, and the Göttinger Gelehrten Anzeigen, probably the most important review journal for scientific work at that time, devoted several pages to a review of the first issue of the Leipziger Magazin für reine und angewandte Mathematik, which contained Hindenburg's paper and was edited by Hindenburg and Jean III Bernoulli.
49 The Göttinger Gelehrten Anzeigen even indicated the gist of Hindenburg's novel method.
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When Hindenburg's combinatorial analysis became fashionable in Germany, from 1794 onwards, some of his students pursued the idea of cyclic periods, publishing their results in Archiv für reine und angewandte Mathematik, which Hindenburg edited during the years 1795 to 1800. Johann Karl Burckhardt used Hindenburg's method to construct a table for Julian years according to their characteristics [Burckhardt, 1798] , A.F. Lüdicke showed how to apply the procedure to a problem with seven divisors [Lüdicke, 1798] , and finally, J.W. Becker supplemented Hindenburg's original essay by showing how to deal with periods that are not relatively prime [Becker, 1798] . 51 Hindenburg, in his typical editorial fashion, added copious notes and remarks to Lüdicke's 48 Original: "Statt der Zahlenreihen 1, 2, 3, . . ., α; 1, 2, 3, . . ., β; 1, 2, 3, . . ., γ; u.s.w., bey denen die Zahlen in natürlicher Ordnung fortgehen, könnte man auch jede andere Zahlenreihen gebrauchen, wo gegebene Zahlen oder auch nur einzelne Ziffern, nach jeder vorher bestimmten, an sich auch noch so unregelmäßig scheinenden Ordnung auf einander folgen." 49 The other most important general review journal in Northern Germany was the Allgemeine Litteratur-Zeitung which displayed only the contents of the issue. 50 See Göttinger Gelehrte Anzeigen, 5. Stück 8. Jan. 1787, pp. 47-48. The review is by Kästner. 51 References to these articles in the Archiv are missing in [Dickson, 1919 -1927 , though Lüdicke appears, together with Kästner, on p. 62. Lüdicke [1798] and Kästner [1759] are quoted from a secondary source, and it seems Dickson or his source got the information garbled. Dickson assigns both works to the year 1745 and says Lüdicke deals with the calendar problem, whereas it is Hindenburg who deals with that problem. Most probably his information on Hindenburg's paper is also quoted from a secondary source, see his note 108 p. 63.
essay, repeating the main points of his original work [Lüdicke, 1798, 216-220] . Notably Hindenburg takes the opportunity to correct his own historical remarks on the problem. Instead of the contemporary "standard" references (Clausberg, Kästner's Anfangsgründe and Euler's Algebra, all quoted in his article from 1786), Hindenburg now mentions that Bachet had solved the problem in 1624 and refers to Lagrange's work on Diophantine equations 52 , where he probably found the Bachet reference.
Another of Hindenburg's 1798 editorial comments is significant because it touches on a topic added by Gauss to his Disquisitiones Arithmeticae some time between 1797 and 1799 (as will be shown in the following section). Lüdicke had noted that his indeterminate problem contained superfluous information and that this information was best discarded before computation.
53 Hindenburg added in a footnote that this can be generalised. It is advantageous if "all conditions are put next to one another from the beginning onwards, to compare them", so that conditions [i.e. a mod b] can be discarded if they appear more than once [Lüdicke, 1798, 210, note] . 55 Upon arriving at Göttingen University (1796), the three volumes of Lambert's Beyträge zum Gebrauch der Mathematik [1765] [1766] [1767] [1768] [1769] [1770] [1771] [1772] were the first books he borrowed from the library. Later on (1797) he also borrowed the Mémoires of the St Petersburg and Berlin Academies, which contained Lambert's, Euler's and Lagrange's essays [Dunnington, 1955, 398-404] . Since Hindenburg's journals, both the Magazin and the Archiv, were the only journals solely devoted to mathematics in Germany, one can assume Gauss read them frequently. Two of Gauss's professors at the Collegium Carolinum, Zimmermann and Drude, were on the list of subscribers of the original Magazin [Subskribentenliste, 1781] , so Gauss may have had access to Hindenburg's Magazin from 1792 onwards. In any case, Gauss's letters make it clear that Gauss read the Archiv on a regular basis between 1797 and 1799 while studying in Göttingen.
56 Although it is not certain that Gauss read Hindenburg's 1786 article, he must have been familiar with the gist of it through the 1798 resumé in the Archiv.
Being intimately familiar with the general literature on remainder problems from 1791 onwards, and with the professional literature from 1796 onwards, Gauss drafted a formalism (A), written during the summer and autumn of 1797. The final version (B) appeared in Sections I and II of the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae (1801). Version B is an augmentation and partial transformation of Version A. Whereas Version A introduces the fundamental concept of congruences, Version B is a richer and more mature version of the same topic, going beyond Euler.
Version A (1797)
Gauss's early version of 1797 was discovered in 1981 by U. Merzbach in Dirichlet's Nachlass [Merzbach, 1981] . This draft of (the first four sections of) the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae contains the major innovations Gauss added to the already existing treatment of remainder problems. These are the concept of congruence and the associated modulus sign x ≡ a (mod p).
Definitions. If a certain number, which we will call the modulus, measures the difference of two numbers, we will call these numbers congruent 56 A letter to Zimmermann regarding a contribution Gauss planned to send to Hindenburg's Archiv [Poser, 1987, 27] and a letter to Bolyai [Schmidt, 1899, 37 and the note p. 188] mentioning an article Gauss read in Hindenburg's journal determine the years 1797 and 1799. The contribution mentioned in the first letter is on a theorem of Lagrange [Gauss, 1863 -1929 , concerning an important issue within combinatorial analysis. With respect to this letter, it is important to clear up some confusion. Waltershausen [1856, 22] claims Hindenburg had died before Gauss's essay arrived, but this is erroneous as Hindenburg died only in 1808. This was pointed out by Schlesinger [Gauss, 1863 [Gauss, -1929 and later, without reference to Schlesinger, by [Jahnke, 1990, 205] . Since the mediator for the contact with Hindenburg was Kästner, one may assume that, in accordance with contemporary custom, Gauss's contribution and letter would have been enclosed in a letter from Kästner to Hindenburg, since the two of them were already in regular correspondence. Kästner, however, died in 1800, so Waltershausen probably substituted Hindenburg for Kästner in his account.
to the modulus, if not, incongruent. In the first case one of the two numbers will be called the residue of the other, in the second case, a nonresidue. E.g. 32 and 11 will be called congruent to the modulus 7, because the difference of these numbers, 21, is divisible by 7. Denoting congruent numbers by a sign is very useful for abbreviating calculations: thus, because of the analogy with equality between numbers, we will use as a sign, this sign ≡, the modulus can be added in brackets to avoid ambiguity if it is considered necessary. For example §.1. can be written in this way as 32 ≡ 11 (mod. 7); −19 ≡ +1 (mod. 5). [Gauss, 1797, Art. 1 and 5] 
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The introduction of the concept of a congruence and the appropriate notation makes the treatment of linear, quadratic and higher Diophantine problems formally and theoretically coherent. Moreover, the ≡ sign, as Gauss indicates, abbreviates calculation.
Directly related to this, is Gauss's use of "representatives", i.e., the least positive or negative residue of a congruence.
If the given number is −17, modulus 5, we will have a progression of residues . . . , −22, −17, −12, −7, −2, +3, +8, . . . Here, −2 will be the minimal negative residue and the absolute minimum, +3 the minimal positive residue. [Gauss, 1797, art. 5] 
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In article 6 Gauss proves the "transitivity" of the congruence relation, that is if two numbers are both congruent to a third number, then they are congruent to each other. 59 The concept of least residue and the transitivity property taken together provide one of the main techniques for abbreviating calcula-57 Original: "Definitiones. Si numerus aliquis, quem moduli nomine denotabimus, duorum numerorum differentiam metitur, hi secundum illum congrui dicentur, sin minus, incongrui. Priori casu alteruter numerorum alterius residuum vocatur, posteriori non-residuum. Ita numeri 32, 11 congrui dicentur secundum modulum 7, quippe quorum differentia 21 per 7 dividitur. Maiorem utilitatem afferret ad calculos contrahendo numeros congruos signo denotare: ad quod ob insignam inter eos et quantitates aequales analogiam hoc utemur ≡, modulo quando ad ambiguitatem evitandam necessarium videbitur clausulis apposito. Exempla §.1. igitur tali modo exhibentur 32 ≡ 11 (mod. 7); −19 ≡ +1 (mod. 5)." 58 Original: "Sit numerus datus −17, modulus 5, habebimus progressionem residuorum . . . , −22, −17, −12, −7, −2, +3, +8, . . . Hic itaque −2 erit residuum minimum negativum simulque absolute minimum, +3 residuum minimum positivum." 59 This property (or theorem) was a standard ingredient in 'algebraic' proofs of the Euclidean algorithm, in Euler, Kästner and Karsten as well as in Lambert's theorems on primes, included in [Lambert, 1770a, 21-22; 28-48] . Of course, Bachet had already discerned this property in his propositions 24 and 25. tions in solving congruences. As Gauss often remarks, an intelligent choice of the representative can make computation much easier. This connects with Hindenburg's comments on the useful polyformity of his complexions.
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Chapter 2 of the draft, "De residuis functionum primi gradus", describes the solution of a first degree congruence. Given a congruence ax + b ≡ c modulo a prime number p, it can always be transformed into an indeterminate equation ax = f y ± 1 through a suitable substitution. As Gauss remarks, the solution of this equation is well known, thus it is sufficient to add an example for those who do not yet know the solution [Gauss, 1797, art. 26] .
If an indeterminate equation is given ... 83x = 16y ± 1. Divide the greatest coefficient 83 by the least coefficient 16, the quotient will be 5, throw away what is left and make y = 5x + p which after substition in the first equation gives 3x = 16p ± 1. [Gauss, 1797, art. 26] 
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Gauss's method is clearly substitution based upon the g.c.d. algorithm. He gives Euler the credit for first discovering this general solution method, and indicates that the continued fractions method of Lagrange is a variant of it [Gauss, 1797, art. 27 ].
As to remainder problems with many moduli, these are considered as sets of congruences: x ≡ α (mod. A) and x ≡ β (mod. B) which can be combined into By + β ≡ α (mod. A) [Gauss, 1797, art. 32] . Because the problem of finding all numbers that have given remainders after division by given divisors "occurs throughout this book very often" [Gauss, 1797, art. 33 ], Gauss adds an example, where a set of three congruences is solved: 5x + 2 ≡ 0 (mod. 9); 6x + 15 ≡ 0 (mod. 21); 3x + 3 ≡ 0 (mod. 4). These congruences have the respective solutions 5, 1 and 1, and through the substitutions x = 9y + 5 and x = 63z + 50 the solution for the set is obtained: x ≡ 113 (mod. 252). 60 The introduction in Gauss's Disquisitiones of the congruence relation has, from late 19th century onwards, been described as the first definition of an equivalencerelation in modern mathematics, although the use of the word "equivalence" itself must surely be considered anachronistic in this case. For a discussion, see [HM, 2003] . It seems, however, from the material presented here, that at least a small part of the credit should be attributed to Hindenburg. 61 Original: "Sit data aequatio indeterminata ... 83x = 16y ± 1. Dividatur coefficiens maior 83 per minorem 16, et quum quotiens fit 5, neglecto quod superest, faciamus y = 5x + p quo valore substituto prodibit aequotio priori similis 3x = 16p ± 1."
Version B (1801)
Apart from the concept of a congruence and the notation, Gauss's treatment of remainder problems in the draft version does not go much beyond the textbook exposition of Kästner and Euler. However, in his exposition on the topic in the 1801 Disquisitiones [Gauss, 1801] he does go some steps beyond the draft. In particular he makes improvements to both the concept and the notation that help to abbreviate the calculation of solutions, and he adds more cases and generalisations of problems.
The first addition is the square bracket notation, equivalent to Euler's round bracket notation. This notation is introduced in a footnote to article 27 but without reference to Euler, a lapse that is corrected in a footnote to article 202. In contrast to Euler, Gauss hints at a more general use of this notation and indicates two formulae that are at the basis of this generalisation:
As can be deduced from articles 177 (footnote) and 202 (comment), where this method is recommended for faster calculation of transformations between quadratic forms, the use of square brackets must have been a rather late addition to the Disquisitiones.
The solution of the remainder problem with more than one modulus is given in more general terms than in the draft, but essentially remains the same. To calculate the solutions more conveniently, Gauss again takes up an idea, "condition", present in Euler's work (e.g. [Euler, 1770, II, 230] ) and implicit in Hindenburg's 1798 comments on Lüdicke's paper. Each line in the remainder problem defined by
can be interpreted as a "condition" on the set of solutions. Each new line can then be considered a further condition limiting this set. The interesting part is, however, that a condition can be "factorised" into two or more conditions (or "multiplied" into one condition): X ≡ a (mod A.B) → X ≡ a (mod A) and X ≡ a (mod B) (if a has no common divisor with A or B, see [Gauss, 62 [α, β, . . . , µ] corresponds to the continued fraction 1 α+ 1 β+...+ 1 µ . Gauss's formulae can be easily proved using properties of continued fractions. For a proof see [Stern, 1833, 13] .
1801, art. 33])
. This makes it easy to see whether the problem does or does not have a solution, and helps to reduce the number of calculations required when the problem does have a solution.
A third addition is article 36, which proves Euler's and/or Hindenburg's formula for remainder problems with constant moduli and provides an application of it to the Julian year calendar problem. The proof is formulated with congruences, but the proof procedure is very similar to Euler's and Hindenburg's derivation [Bullynck, 2007] .
Most puzzling at first sight is the final addition to the part on systems of linear congruences, article 37, that gives a general method to determine if a set of equations involving as many unknowns as equations has solutions or not. In the case of three equations:
Gauss proceeds by calculating ζ, ζ , ζ such that bζ + b ζ + b ζ = 0 and cζ + c ζ + c ζ = 0, and by determining ν, ν , ν and µ, µ , µ in a similar way, i.e. so that aν + a ν + a ν = 0 and cν + c ν + c ν = 0, etc. This reduces the given system of congruences to:
, all mod m. This is of course an application of the classic method for calculating solutions of a system of n equations with n unknowns [Gauss, 1801, art. 37] .
Two cases need to be distinguished: if (aζ), (bν), (cµ) are prime relative to m, then the solution is the classic one, if not, then let α, β, γ be the g.c.d. of m and (aζ), (bν), (cµ) respectively. If α, β, γ divide (f ζ), (f ν), (f µ) respectively, then a solution exists, if not, no solution exists [Gauss, 1801, art. 37] . The second case is explained using a page long example.
The motivation to include article 37 in the Disquisitiones cannot be traced to an application of the article later on in the book, as Gauss himself admits in the preface [Gauss, 1801, XI] , but it can be linked with the tradition of Rechenbuch problems. As mentioned before, both Euler and Kästner treated regula virginum problems immediately after Chinese Remainder problems, though they neither explained the connection nor proposed a general method. Gauss could do both, but merged the regula virginum problems into the more general problem of article 37, second case. If we apply Gauss's method to Riese's instance of the regula virginum (discussed in Section 2) the connection becomes clearer 63 :
4x + 2y + z = 36
Turning these equations into congruences modulo 12 (because in Riese's example we multiplied the first equation by 12 to get integers) and then tripling the first congruence (to get a third congruence independent of the first two), we get three (conditional) congruences:
4x + 2y + z ≡ 0 (mod 12) x + y + z ≡ 8 (mod 12) 6y + 3z ≡ 0 (mod 12) Using Gauss's elimation method, the congruences are transformed into the simpler congruences 12x ≡ 0, 4y ≡ 4 and 6z ≡ 0 all (mod 12). The g.c.d.'s of the coefficients with 12 are 12, 4, 6 respectively, which divide the remainders 0, 4 and 0 respectively, thus the system has solutions. These solutions depend upon the solutions of the simpler congruences, i.e., x = t, y = 3u + 1 and z = 2v (for integers t, u, v).
In his text Gauss remarks that all solutions of the proposed congruences will be found among these equations in integers t, u, v, but that not all combinations of t, u, v satisfy the problem, but "only those whose interconnection can be shown by one or more of the conditional congruences." [Gauss, 1801, art. 37] This is indeed the classic difficulty in the algebraic solution of the regula virginum, also Gauss refrains from giving a complete solution, but gives "some idea of it" by an example. Gauss substitutes the x, y, z with their solutions in t, u, v. The tricky point (on which Gauss does not expand) is that to solve these congruences, one cannot always divide, or that one risks dividing by 0. In Gauss's example, these congruences all nicely reduce to (mod 4); in the example we took from Riese it does not. Therefore, we turn to the original equations and, subtracting the second from the first, we get y = 16 − 3x. From this, it follows that x cannot have all values 0, 1, . . . , 11 but only half of them (0, 1, . . . , 5), y and z are determined then by y = 16 − 3x and z = 2x + 4. This generates all six triples that solve the problem.
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Though somewhat involved, Gauss's solution method has no need for trial-anderror and is more general than the common examples of the regula virginum in which the first coefficient of one of the equations is usually constrained to be one. Although in our example, the problem can be solved more easily by the classical method (Bachet's and Euler's), Gauss's method has the advantage that it can deal with larger systems of equations, and that it can derive the (im)possibility of solution without trial and error.
Thus Gauss homogenises the treatment of remainder problems with Diophan-tine problems through congruences, much after the fashion begun by Euler, but adding ideas of his own and some from Hindenburg. In the mature version of the Disquisitiones some new problems, notably the Julian year problem and the regula virginum, are integrated and some new formalisms to abbreviate computation are included. The synthesis and homogenisation thus achieved is not only elegant but also provides a variety of "tools" for abbreviating the computation of solutions to both general and special cases.
Conclusions
Solutions and frameworks for solving remainder problems attracted special interest in the late 18th century. One of the reasons for this seems to be that these old remainder problems provided a bridge between earlier traditions and modern and/or advanced mathematics. In France, Bachet's solution was used as an example to display the application of algebra to arithmetic problems, but it was also integrated in the theory of equations, one of the main research topics of the period. In Germany, other aspects of these problems, notably their link with the Diophantine tradition and with Euclidean proof, were developed.
Euler independently rediscovered Bachet's solution in a slightly more general form in 1734. Later, Lagrange gave due credit to Bachet for solving the linear Diophantine problem when publishing his own solution to the quadratic case during 1766-1770. In the late 18th century, the general solution method for remainder problems was included in textbooks by Euler and Kästner. This was mainly to show the application of the g.c.d. procedure and to point out some difficulties, namely the length of the solution and the need to prove the Euclidean algorithm. Both difficulties reflect important issues in the German mathematical community of that time: computational problems and discussions on the foundation of arithmetic and the form of proof.
For Hindenburg and Gauss, both of the above issues were important motivations for developing new frameworks for solving remainder problems. Hindenburg's complexions are computationally interesting. Although more work needs to be done in advance than with the other frameworks, the final calculation can be done very quickly. Furthermore, since the complexions only involve integers, they avoid methodological problems with the Euclidean algorithm. Finally, Gauss's congruences, functioning as an equation, a relationship and a tool for abbreviating calculation, reshaped this fragmented field of mathematics (which had come from old algebra books, Rechenbücher, recreational mathematics, equation theory and Diophantus) into a coherent theory. All singular problems, previously treated by Euler and Hindenburg, appear in Section II of the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, and are aptly solved using congruences, with many indications on how to abbreviate the calculations.
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Added in Proof
In addition to Stifel's rule, Simon Jacob's treatment of remainder problems with more than two divisors deserves mention. Simon Jacob (1510-1564) was an apprentice to the Rechenmeister Johann Neudörffer the Elder (1497-1563) in Nürnberg. Jacob wrote a Rechenbuch that was edited posthumously by his brother as Ein New und Wol-gegründt Rechenbuch, auff den Linien und Ziffern [Jacob, 1565] . As an apprentice of Neudörffer, Jacob had had access to a circle of mathematicians and reformers, amongst them the famous publisher of mathematical texts Johann Petreius who was married to Neudörffer's sister. Petreius had published Copernicus, Schöner, Rheticus and Stifel and others.
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Jacob's book contained 7 problems of remainders after division, all with more than two divisors [Jacob, 1565, 240v-243v] . With this set of examples Jacob indicated how to solve the general case. His procedure came down to the following. Given three divisors A, B and C and respective remainders a, b and c, multiply a with BC, b with AC, c with AB, add them and take the remainder of this sum after division by ABC.
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Jacob's method in these examples was later explicitated and put in an algebraic and clearer format by Nicolaas Huberts van Persijn. Frans van Schooten the Younger (1615-1660) published van Persijn's treatment in his Exercitationes Mathematicae 1657, fifth part on Miscellanea, chapter VII. 67 This fifth part of the Exercitationes contained many number problems, some from Stifel, some from Jacob, some from Bachet's Diophantus edition, etc. This collection of problems were all presented in algebraic garments and accompanied by a praise of the Cartesian method.
68 Van Schooten's Miscellanea section (or at least a part of it) may therefore stand as one of the 17th century attempts to get at something like a general approach in problems with integer numbers. Van Schooten's text lines up with the more systematic attempts at solving the linear Diophantine case in Bachet's 1624 edition of the Problèmes plaisans et delectables and in Beveridge's Institutionum Chronologicorum (1669) . Van Schooten's Exercitationes were widely read and Isaac Newton and Leonhard Euler were among those who worked through van Schooten's book to learn the new algebra. 
